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THE PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE OF THE
SCHOOL-ROOM.

When we consider the many hours of a child's time that are
passed in the school-room under the guidance of a teacher;

the peculiar tasks allotted
for the three consecutive
hours of each half-day for
ten half-days in a week;
the school-room itself with
its furnishings, in its best
as well as in its worst
estate; the nature of the

beings upon which the
teacher is to operate ; the

ROTARY SWING. (See page 115.) necessity which demande
that a community of children assembled for purposes of instruc-

tion, be orderly, quiet, and attentive all the while ; -the natu-

ral energy and activity of all their physical functions constantly

rebelling against restraint ; the expectation of those from

whom the teacher derives his authority, that a certain amount

of intellectual training be accomplished within a prescribed

time; and that " public opinion," which fashions our system of

education,-we are led to exclaim, in behalf of both teacher

and taught, " Who is sufficient for these things ?" And yet,

at the appointed hour, thousands of little feet are wending

their way to the school-houses that are scattered broadcast

Over the land, and the teacher's chair ils always graced with its

Occupant : the former resorting thither in obedience to paren-

tal authority; the latter, from choice. And being a matter of

choice, the teacher is presumed to possess the requisite qualifi-

cations for rightly discharging all the duties of the office.
Let us see.

That it is the duty of the parent to care for the healtlh of
the child, is conceded by all. Now health is a term of vast
import: it signifies the right development and harmonious ac-
tion of all the physical, mental, and moral powers of man.
"Health is order; and order is the law of good in undisturbed
operation : it is the will of God as expressed in the perfect
individual existence of other beings. As it respects a con-
scious and rational creature such as man, constituted in rela-
tion to the natural as well as to the spiritual world, health is
the correct and pleasant performance of all the functions of
life and mind as evinced in the body." The parent, in send-
ing the child to school, transfers for the time much of hi& re-
sponsibility to the teacher. The teacher then stands " in loco
parentis."

A knowledge of medical science is by no means the exclusive
privilege of the physician. The lawyer requires an acquaint-
ance with medical jurisprudence; the pastor, in his counsels to
the young, and consolations to the afflicted, needs to speak
with authority concerning the laws of health apd disease; but
in these professions, their spheres of action are chiefly among
the mature in life. To the school teacher belongs, not only
the " delightful task to rear the tender thought," but also te
aid in the development of the physical powers of childhood.
It should be an ever-present thought in the teacher's mind,
that he is dealing with the young subject ; that growth and
development characterize its whole being; nothing is yet com-
plete, all is in the formative stage ; and let him see to it, that
disease and deformity are neither engendered nor fostered in the

8chool-room. This suggests our topic :-a knowledge of Physi-

ology and Hygiene necessary in a school teacher. To fortify
our position, we must proceed to point out some of the sources
of danger, and suggest the means of defence.

Should a child at school fall in a fainting fit, or be brought
in from the play-ground severely injured, the teacher would not
wait for orders, - the natural promptings of humanity would

decide his duty to the sufferer. These startling occurrences,
however, are comparatively rare, while not an hour of school
time passes without demanding hie vigilance, so insidiously
and constantly is disease assailing the young constitution.
Take, for instance, the subject of

VENTILATION.-All agree that a pure atmosphere is essen-


